
General Orlando Speed World Track Rules

Before you race
All racers must abide by Orlando Speed World and NHRA safety rules. It is not our 
responsibility to teach everyone the rules, but it is our duty to make sure every 
racer follows them.

Only person allow to operate a vehicle on the race track is the DRIVER named on 
the tech card and has a DRIVER arm band. Any person found racing without a tech 
card and armband will be asked to leave. Repeat offenders will be banned for 
returning to Orlando Speed World. 

Tech cards should be filled out by the driver only, utilizing a blue or black ballpoint 
pen, (no pencils, markers. or on the other hand colored pencils). Utilize your 
legitimate name (no epithets. No Exceptions! Tech Cards should be endorsed by 
within the sight of a Orlando Speed World Track official, so he/she might observer 
your signature. You may be asked to provide a valid license to confirm your 
signature 
If you are a minor, you will need your parent to sign a waiver for you to race. This 
must be done in person with valid ID in front of a track official. You would also 
need to have a valid driver’s license.

All waivers will be filled out appropriately and totally with blue or black ink.

Any member who, in the sole and outright judgment of the NHRA, Verbally or 
physically threaten another member, track official or other individual, 2) utilizes 
profane or overly critical language. Participates in unsportsmanlike lead impeding 
to the game of dashing. In any case make a condition or situation that is risky, 
unjustifiable or mixed up will have disregarded the guidelines and guidelines of the 
NHRA and Orlando Speed World and will be approached to leave the office for a 
vague measure of time.



Safety Rules
General items needed to race will be seat belt, long pants, shoes/socks and shirt. 
Shirt cannot be a tank top and shoes cannot be open toed. Flip flops, sandals and 
bare feet are not permitted. If your car runs faster than 13.99, you will need a 
helmet. While we encourage all drivers to wear a Helmet. 

Drivers in vehicles running quicker than 11.49 (*7.35 eighth-mile) or slower than 
9.00 (*5.65 eighth-mile) or faster than 135 mph or slower than 150 mph are 
required to wear a minimum SFI 3.2A/1 jacket; full-length pants 

Vehicles 2008-2013 OEM model-year production cars are permitted to run no 
quicker than 10.00 (*6.40 eighth-mile) and/or no faster than 135 mph.

Vehicles 2014-and Newer OEM model-year production cars are permitted to run 
no quicker than 9.00 (*5.65 eighth-mile) and/or faster than 150 mph.

Unaltered OEM, antilock brakes, airbag functions, stock frame\ unibody 
construction, including floors and firewall, as well as all other OEM safety-related 
systems, must be functioning as per manufacturer’s specifications.

Convertibles quicker than 13.49 (*8.25 eighth-mile) and T-tops quicker than 11.49 
(*7.35 eighth-mile) must meet Summit Racing Series roll-bar and roll-cage 
requirements.

NHRA license is required for drivers running quicker than 9.99 (*6.39 eighth-mile) 
or faster than 135 mph.

  



Motorcycles or drag ATV
SFI 40.1-1 or 40.1-2 Suit or Leather Jacket or accepted Kevlar, long pants, leather 
gloves, boots/closed toe shoes (extending above the ankle mandatory), Helmet (no 
older than 2010 / Full Face) are mandatory for all riders. All riders who run 10.99 
1/4 mile or quicker or run 120 MPH or faster must wear a 40.1-2 Suit or Full 
Leathers. Two piece suits may be joined at the waist by a zipper. Your vehicle must 
have working front and rear brakes and a Kill Lanyard or Factory Kill Switch 
(must be attached to rider with lanyard). These are the basic rules. Other rules may 
apply based on the set up of your bike. Final Decision of Pass – No Pass is the 
Tech Inspector.

Under 18 years old
If you are a minor, you will need your parent to sign a waiver for you to race. This 
must be done in person with valid ID in front of a track official. You would also 
need to have a valid driver’s license.

RULE BOOK DISCLAIMER
For all rules please refer to the NHRA Rule book located on NHRA website. 
The rules and/or regulations set forth herein are designed to provide for the orderly 
conduct of racing events and to establish minimum acceptable requirements for 
such events. These rules shall govern the condition of all events, and by 
participating in these events, all participants are deemed to have complied with 
these rules. NO EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF SAFETY 
SHALL RESULT FROM PUBLICATIONS OF OR COMPLIANCE WITH 
THESE RULES AND OR REGULATIONS. They are intended as a guide for 
the conduct of the sport and are in no way a guarantee against injury or death to a 
participant, spectator or official.

The race director shall be empowered to permit reasonable and appropriate 
deviation from any of the specifications herein or impose any further restrictions 
that in his/her opinion does not alter the minimum acceptable requirements. NO 
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF SAFETY SHALL RESULT 
FROM SUCH ALTERATION OF SPECIFICATIONS. Any interpretation or 
deviation of these rules is left to the discretion of the officials. Their decision is 
final.




